[The Effects of Chronic Combined Stress: Changes in Behavior of Rats with Various Responses to Novelty].
We studied the effect of chronic combined stress (model of experimental neurosis) on behavior of rats with different basal strategies of behavior in novelty conditions. Chronic stress resulted in decreases in the body weight and testosterone contents in the blood and neocortex in all animals. Animals with initially low orient- ing-exploratory response in the "open field" test did not exhibit substantial alterations of behavior during repeated testing in this test of the "dark-light chamber" test; however, the depression-like behavior was more expressed in the second forced swim test. Chronic combined stress did not significantly affect the behavior of this group of rats. Animals with initially high orienting-exploratory response in the "open field" test exhibited decreased locomotor and exploratory activity in the repeated "open field" tests. The decreases in the locomotor and exploratory activity were substantially less expressed in the repeated tests in these rats after chronic combined stress. The indices of depression-like behavior increased one month after the end of exposure to chronic combined stress. Our data demonstrate that different responses to novelty in the "open field" test do not allow predict with reasonable certainty the development of depression-like behavior after exposure to chronic combined stress.